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ABSTRACT: In this era, DNA microarray technology is used combining with different data mining processes for
extracting relevant knowledge from genes of organisms to discover the association between noble diseases and their
correlated genes. However, this gene expression data frequently contains absent values which are to be dealt with to
stop them from causing drastic affect in further analysis processes. To overcome the same, a number of missing-value
recovery approaches are being introduced to serve the purpose. In this paper, a Clustering Approach of Collaborative
Filtering is projected to estimate missing values more precisely than done by existing approaches. The Collaborative
Filtering used in the process, which is primarily used in Recommender Systems, has been united with a basic clustering
method based on Rough-Set Theory to impute a missing value.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) In present years, DNA microarray Gene Expression data are being extensively
used in numerous fields to resolve the relationship between noble diseases and their related genes. Some effective
processes have been introduced that made it possible to monitor numerous gene expression levels of organisms
concurrently under different conditions [4,5,6]. In biotechnology, DNA Microarray Gene Expression Data Analysis is
used for pharmaceutical use, cancer classification, protein sequencing and also in classification of genes which help in
diagnosing certain disorders. However, DNA Microarray Gene Expression Data frequently include misplaced values
for reasons such as corrupted image [20], error born due to hybridization, dust infected and insufficient resolution of
the source. Unfortunately, these lost values extensively affect Gene Expression Data Analysis results. Huge amount of
information is mislaid when genes with missing values are ignored or directly omitted.
So, in order to deal with the unidentified values in the Gene Expression dataset, some Imputation Techniques have been
invented to estimate the unavailable values before conducting the actual data analysis. The k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN) Method [8], the local least-square (LLS) approach [9], the Gene Ontology k-Nearest Neighbour (GOKNN)
method [11,13] are among the few mostly used techniques in the process. Some other imputation algorithm include the
SVD impute method [8], the Bayesian approach [10], the Collateral Missing Value Imputation Approach [12] among
others. Even though these approaches work well, they have some limitations. K-NN Imputation Method predicts best
on Non-Time Series Data or noisy Time Series Data, whereas SVD impute approach gives good performance on Time
Series Data with low noise levels and with a strong Global Correlation Structure. GOKNN is most efficient when there
is strong local correlation in the dataset.
The collaborative Filtering (CF) Approach is widely used in Recommender Systems that make prediction about a user
taking into account the preferences of other users. Two types of basic CF algorithm are in use. First, memory-based
(user-based) CF Algorithms, which recommends depending on the preferences between an active user and his top-k
Nearest Neighbors. Second, model-based CF algorithms that recommends based on the training provided by its training
dataset.
In this paper, the collaborative filtering technique, based on rough set theory, is used on the gene expression dataset to
predict any unavailable or missing value of a condition in the dataset. A k-means clustering method is being combined
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with the collaborative filtering to reduce the sample space of the available data which are used for predicting the
missing value. The main advantage of this technique would be an attempt to reduce the number of calculations to be
performed on the dataset and hence reducing the total time taken by the process.
II. MOTIVATION
Although there exists various methods for estimating the absent values in Gene Expression Data, there are always some
more and better efficient methods to do the same. Collaborative Filtering, which is the most trending technique used in
recommender system in the present era is now also being implemented in biological field’s data mining and analysis as
well[1,2]. The main motivation for this paper is the need to reduce the high computational time in the user-based
Collaborative Filtering technique.
III. RELATED WORK
Some imputation techniques developed to estimate the unavailable values in the gene expression dataset before
conducting the actual data analysis are discussed here. The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) method [8] uses the weighted
average of the top k similar genes’ values to impute the missing value of the concerned gene. The Local Least-Square
(LLS) Approach [9] selects the top k-Nearest Neighboring genes and then predicts the missing values using the Least
Square Method. The Gene Ontology k-Nearest Neighbor (GOKNN) Method [17, 13] imputes the missing gene
expression value by calculating the semantic similarity between 2 genes from their gene ontology annotations. Some
other imputation algorithm includes SVD impute method [8], the Bayesian approach [10], the collateral missing value
imputation approach [12] etc. Even though these approaches work well but they also have several limitations. K-NN
Imputation Method predicts best on non-time series dataset or noisy time-series dataset, whereas SVD impute approach
gives good performance on time series data which are less corrupted and with a strong global correlation structure.
GOKNN is seen to be most efficient when strong local correlation exists in the data and so on. Many collaborative
filtering algorithms are in use for recommender systems. The Group Len System is a widely-used user-based
Collaborative Filtering algorithm. But this type of CF algorithm has quite a high calculation time because it has to
calculate the similarities between the active user and all other users in the dataset to make a prediction for the active
user. To remove this problem, Cluster-Based CF Algorithms [15] have been proposed.
B. Sarwar et al.[16] proposed an item-based algorithms technique which analyze the user-item matrix for identifying
relationships between different user items, and then using these relationships to provide users with valuable
recommendation. This collaborative filtering approach for recommenders systems was found to have better
performance as well as better quality than previous user-based algorithms.
Chuan et al. [11] solved the suggestion problem by combining user-based CF regression with item-based CF filtering.
Some other hybrid CF algorithm has also been proposed in recent years [19, 22, and 23].
IV. EXISTING SOLUTION
The Collaborative Filtering (CF) Algorithm is applied to the DNA Microarray Datasets, as the mentioned dataset is
found to be similar to that used in Recommender Systems, to estimate missing values. The method used by Bo-Wen
Wang et al.[1] by combining user-based CF based on rough-set theory to impute missing value in gene expression data
is found to be quite efficient.
Rough set is the formal estimate of crisp set which is represented by a pair of set whose upper and lower value is the
approximation of the original set. Thus, it not only considers the similarity between genes, but also is concerned with
all the conditions of each gene. Thus a better prediction of missing value can be obtained.
Collaborative Filtering Based on Rough-Set Theory (CFBRST) Method is applied in two distinct phases, namely,
preprocessing phase and prediction phase [1].
Preprocessing Stage: In order to use the rough-set-based method, the given dataset must be converted from numerical
data to categorical values before filling all the missing data using user-based CF method, leaving only the value to be
predicted.
Prediction Stage: In the prediction phase, the rough set based prediction uses where Pearson Correlation Coefficient on
conditions for a given set of genes to determine a class attributes:
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where yj,i denotes the value of gene j on condition i, n1 is the average value of condition i; where yj, tcond denotes the
value of gene j on target condition, is the average value of target condition and G is the set of given genes.
Then, the Elementary Set of the Class Attribute (or condition) is generated. The available Elementary Subset which
contains the Active Gene (missing-value-containing gene) is selected from the Elementary Set of the Class Attribute.
The target condition is then combined with the condition having second highest similarity with the target condition.
Then, the algorithm partitions the gene dataset into an Elementary Set of the new combined condition, according to the
condition values. If the subsets of the Elementary Set of new condition are all enclosed in elementary set of class
attribute and the number of genes in the subsets exceeds the gene constraint, these subsets are marked as a potential
Equivalence Class Set. The subsets, whose combined condition values are similar to the condition values of combined
condition, are selected as the Equivalence Class Set from the potential equivalence class set. The algorithm runs
iteratively until an equivalence subset is obtained.
Finally, the absent value is predicted. The predicted value is then transformed back to its numerical form by using the
reverse formula which was used to transform from numerical to categorical data.
V. PROPOSED APPROACH
The common CF algorithms proceed in two phases: it first, calculate the similarities between pairs of users and
identifies their neighbor, and then it makes recommendations for the active user based on the neighbor’s aggregate
ratings. The main focus for an excellent Imputing Missing-Value System is on predicting the absent values
appropriately as well as using optimal time. The proposed approach is thus developed by combining k-means clustering
and the existing CBRST method [1].
In this approach, we intend to cluster gene samples after the Pre-processing of dataset in Collaborative Filtering Based
on Rough-Set Theory. Then we apply the Prediction Phase within the cluster, containing the active gene, to generate
the missing value. For performing this clustering operation, k-means clustering is used because of its simplicity in
implementation. Instead of using each of the gene samples in prediction phase as in CFBRST, we can work with only
that cluster of gene which contains the active gene. The missing values of the gene are predicted according to CFBRST
method within the selected cluster.

Figure 1: Reference framework of the proposed approach.
In this approach, first we intend to cluster the whole pre-processed dataset of gene samples. For performing this
clustering operation, k-means clustering is used because of its simplicity in implementation. The following steps are to
be followed:
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1. The gene expression values which are farthest apart (using Euclidian distance measure), except the active gene
sample, is chosen.
2. The remaining items are examined in order and allocated to the clusters to which they are closest.
3. Each time a new item is added to the cluster, the mean value of the cluster is modified.
4. Proper partitions of the clusters are obtained.
5. The active gene is checked against each cluster (Euclidian distance) by taking into consideration all the conditions
except the missing one.
6. The active gene is then added to its nearest cluster.
Now, we will work with only those genes which belong to the cluster containing active gene and will thus eliminate the
remaining genes in upcoming calculations. This combined approach may reduce the high-computational time taken for
calculation of Pearson correlation coefficient. This may also reduce the number of iterations of the CFBRST algorithm
to generate equivalence class set.
VI. CONCLUSION
K-means clustering algorithm of data mining is associated with the techniques of Collaborative Filtering Based on
Rough Set-Theory in microarray gene expression data in an attempt to reduce total computational time. In future work,
an algorithm is to be developed for the proposed idea and the result is to be compared with the existing CFBRST
method to evaluate the efficiency of the new algorithm.
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